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Understanding India
1.Why rising in global importance?
2.Why languished so long?
3.What’s U.S.-India-China’s relations?
4.Is this India’s Century?

“India looms as the ultimate pivot state.” Kaplan, Revenge of Geography

Introduction and welcome

• Thank you for logging into what I believe to my assessment of India

which I believe is becoming one of the pivotal nations of the world

• India soon will be the world’s most populous country and in future have  

second largest GDP

• India has made much progress, but it still has a long way to go

• We will have a break of about five minutes midway through the 

presentation and then have discussions following

• I hope you all have received copies of the notes in advance and noticed

that I will be offering to online courses in the future-Greece and the

Balkans beginning October 28 and Great Decisions beginning in

January
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2020 Military 
Strength

1. U.S.

2. Russia

3. China 

4. India

5. Japan

6. S. Korea

7. France

2019 GDP ($tril.)

Why India now matters   

Global Firepower includes 

geographical, local 
industry, and available 

manpower. 

www.globalfirepower.com
/countries-listing.asp>

1. U.S.

2. Russia

3. China 

4. UK

5. Germany  

6. France

14. India

2020 Power & 
Influence 

Nations that dominate headlines, 
preoccupy policymakers 
www.usnews.com/news/best-
countries/power-rankings

In current U.S. $

1. U.S.      $21 

2. China     $14

3. Japan     $5 

4. Germany $4

5. India $3

(2nd by 2050)

India is  rising and now matters

• U.S. still in top spot by most measures, whether by soft 

of hard power, by science or technology, by business or 

government or academia

• But  Russia still remains second in military strength, 

power and influence but China and India now rank #3 & 

#4

• India has leaped into worlds 6th ranking economy, 

although its per capita GDP  ranks way down at 139

• A PEW global attitudes poll of 25 nations published 

Sep 28, 2018, indicates that a median of 49% see U.S. 

as leading economic power, 33% see Chan and only 

7% see EU. 

• In a related question, 63% would prefer U.S. to be the 

leading power and 19% would prefer China 

(http://www.pewglobal.org)
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Why India now matters

Country/Region Population
 GDP 

(US$) 

GDP per 

capita 

(US$)

Extreme 

poverty 

($1.90/day 

PPP)

China 18% 13% 71% 1%

India 18% 3% 19% 28%
Sub-Saharan Africa 14% 2% 15% 57%

Latin America 8% 7% 88% 4%

MENA 6% 4% 72% 0%

European Union 6% 23% 336% 0%

United States 4% 22% 501% 0%

Russia 2% 2% 108% 0%

United Kingdom 1% 3% 398% 0%

World 7.6 bil $82.7 tril.  $   10,821 734 mil

India's share of World, 2018 

 Source: World Bank Development Indicators data download 5/15/2020. GDP in constant $2010 

US $ and PPP in Constant 2011 Intl $. Most poverty data for 2015.  

Why India now matters

• India has 18% of the world population but only 3% of the per capita 

income

• It’s per capita GDP is less than 1/5th the world average

• Contains 28% of world’s extreme poverty
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Ambitions 
of Russia

Center of 
Muslim

China conflict

The Future Indo-
Pacific Region

China BRI in 
Pakistan

Volatile 
Middle East 
and 70% oil

Why India now matters? A Geopolitical Pivot of 21st Century!

Kashmir 
conflict with 
Pakistan 

Malacca 
Choke 
Point

Why India?

• In generation -1st population and 2nd economy

• Worlds largest democracy

• Location to powers: South of Russia, East of China, 

West of Middle East, Littoral of Indian Ocean – The 

future ocean

• Ind-Pacific Region

• Summary: Key to global balance of power 

“The direction in which India tilts could determine the course of 

geopolitics in Eurasia in the twenty-first century. India, in other 

words, looms as the ultimate pivot state.” Robert D. Kaplan, The 

Revenge of Geography , 2012, p228
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Modern History of India 
and the region

◼ British Empire - now India, Pakistan & Bangladesh
◼ WW II left British exhausted, plus India’s desire for self-

rule, and Gandhi’s nonviolent resistance ended colonial 
period

◼ Decolonization violence; millions died in conflicts
◼ India opposed Muslim separation, but relented
◼ Wars since separation in 1947,1965,1971 & 1999
◼ Kashmir remains center of conflict currently
◼ Cold War competition - U.S. hoping democratic India 

would be alternative to communist China
◼ India – Much U.S. foreign aid but remained non-aligned 

and tilted socialist and to Soviets

5Richard Haass, The World – A Brief Introduction, Penguin Press, 2020, p 104

History of India and the region-page 104
• Modern history has its roots in the British Empire which India encompassed both the 

areas of Pakistan and now Bangladesh
• World War II left India exhausted and that coupled with nationalism in India, a strong 

desire for self-rule, and the resistance nonviolent movement of Mahatma Gandhi, 
spell the end of the colonial period

• As has often happened elsewhere, when the colonial period ended violence ensued 
and millions upon millions died in the conflicts

• Many Indians did not see the need for petition they viewed themselves as secular 
and tolerant of democracy whereas the Pakistanis never came to trust their larger 
neighbor

• And so the separation occurred but they have had several wars including in 1947, 
1965, 1971, in 1999

• And Cashmere remains the center of many of these conflicts and has recently flared 
up again with India clamping down very tightly and restricting the region and it 
remains a very tense conflict

• This region was also an area of Cold War competition with the U.S. hoping that India 
would become a model non-Communist development as an alternative to China,

• India was one of the largest recipients of foreign aid but however was not interested 
in being a poster child for American development strategies and embraced the 
position of non-alignment

• Indeed India during most of its post independence has been more socialist

Richard Haass, The World – A Brief Introduction, Penguin Press, 2020
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After 1,000 years, return to an Indian Century? 
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Dominance RiseDecline

India’s GDP/capita in 1600s equaled  UK’s and exceeded 
China’s until 1980s 

India

China

U.S
.

For 1850 years out of 2000 years, India was richest country in 

world and had biggest economy in world

India and China ‘s decline and rise

• Ancient China (in red) and India (in orange) largest global economies

• Why? In ancient days- incomes about same - population determined size 

of the economy

• After Industrial Revolution,  West’s share rose and  East’s declined

• After opening of China and India to globalization, their share rose
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Old image of India
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Non-Aligned

Fragmented - 122 languages Gandhi Non-violence

Caste System & Sacred cows

Old image of India

• India - one of most ethnically and religiously diverse countries

• Common cultural traits: relatively strict social hierarchy, extended 

families, patriarchy and arranged marriages

• Cow is revered and beef is taboo among mainstream Hindus and 

remains controversial. While several states protect cows, many have no 

restrictions and beef consumption is widespread

• 22 official languages with 122 first languages - but no single one is 

official

• English is 1 of 2 official languages, but only 5% speak it fluently and it’s 

even controversial – “a disease left behind by the British” 

• Non-violence (symbolized by Gandhi's statue) is highest virtue
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India’s duality today  

8

Taj Mahal: monument to 
India’s achievements & past 

wealth

Mumbai: monument to India’s 
modernization and dual economy 

of slums & Skyscrapers

A messy democracy burdened with poverty & Hindu nationalism 
Massive market with booming high-tech & Bollywood; China’s rival 

India’s duality 

• Taj Mahal – Mughal emperor Shah Jahan wife’s tomb – who died at 

birth of 14th child

• Also monument to Jahan’s incredible wealth from trading gold and silver 

ironically from suffering “Indians” in Americas

• Completed in1653, cost in today’s money $1 billion

• Mumbai  - wealthiest city with most millionaires yet massive slums

• Polar views of India: 

• Messy democracy burdened with poverty and rising Hindu 

nationalism 

• Massive market with booming high-tech and Bollywood 

businesses that will rival China 

• While its economy is expanding fast, inequality highest in a century -

top 1% own 60% of wealth

Source Peter Frankopan, The Silk Roads-a New History Of The World-page 231

8
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Colonial vs. Modern View of India

“ … a country densely peopled, grossly ignorant, steeped 
in idolatrous superstition, unenergetic, fatalistic, 
indifferent to most of what we regard as the evils of life 
…” ( JM Roberts, A History of Europe, 1997, page 379”

9

“[T]he biggest story from our era will be what has 
happened … [in India]…. a democratic developmental 
state, driven not by … exports, but … on growing levels of 
consumption and a widening middle class. …[B]ased … 
on the idea that through international integration, nations 
could diversify, pursue their strengths, and realize 
together the benefits of larger global markets.” Lawrence H. 

Summers, former President Obama’s top economist and former President of Harvard University 

Colonial vs. Modern View of India

• “[T]he biggest story from our era will be what has happened … here…. 

[L]ess about the Washington Consensus or the Beijing Consensus, than

about the Mumbai Consensus – a third way…. [A] Mumbai Consensus 

based on the idea of a democratic developmental state, driven not by … 

emphasis on exports, but … on growing levels of consumption and a 

widening middle class. A consensus based … on the idea that through 

international integration, nations could diversify, pursue their strengths, 

and realize together the benefits of larger global markets.” - Lawrence 

H. Summers, former President Obama’s top economist and former 

President of Harvard University 
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Impacts of British colonization

10

British ruled India for 200 years – Historians 
debate British benefits and costs

Benefits –
roads, railroads, 

banking, English, 
democracy

Costs – GDP share 
dropped, 
massacred 
protestors, 
entrenched racism, 
caused starvation, 
de-industrialized

Years
GDP annual 

growth
Era

1900-1950 1.0 British rule

1950-1980 3.5 After Independence & partition

1981-1993 5.2 Gov't ownership & regulation

1994-2003 6.0 After crisis & market reforms

2004-2011 8.5 Boom under global growth

2012-2015 5.4 After Global recession

Slow growth under British and faster 

afterwards

Source: Vijay Joshi, India's Long Road , p 16-17

Impacts of British colonization

• Niall Ferguson, argues benefits not only included railroads, roads, and banking, but 

English language, democracy, and institutions may have been even more beneficial 

• Indian Dr Shashi Tharoor, noted author and MP says::

• Under British, India’s share global GDP decreased six-fold, British 

massacred unarmed protesters, entrenched racism, and caused starvation  

• Everything from railways to rule of law was designed solely for Britain 

• Britain’s Industrial Revolution was founded on India’s deindustrialization.

• GDP grew 1%, barely exceeding population in last 50 years of British

• After 1947 Independence, GDP growth increased from 1% to 3.5%, 

• Health, education and food aid shirked, leaving impoverished and llliterate peasants 

. 

• At  independence, illiteracy 85% and life expectancy 37 years 

• Policy of Nehru and daughter Indira Gandhi: Soviet-style 5-year plans, government 

ownership, and limited trade. 

• Financial crisis on early 1990s:prompted economic liberalization and growth 

improved

• During 2004-11, growth boomed, but has slowed, due to global recession and debt 
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India has come a long way

From: Nehru/Gandhi 
contentedness, self-
sufficiency, non-
aligned, balancing 
power

To: Modi’s prominence, 
energetic, Hindu nationalism,
globalizing, leading power

Life expectancy has doubled, and literacy quadrupled

India has come a long way

◼ From Past of Gandhi’s  

◼ Fatalism and contentedness, Romanticized self-sufficient 
village, Non-aligned, but tilted to Soviet Union

◼ To Present of Modi’s

◼ Seeking:  to be leading power, primacy in Indian Ocean, 
global leader in climate change, voice of global South

◼ Has improved business climate and growth

◼ Active in BRICS

11



Yes, come a long way since 
1947 independence, but 
still has a long way to go

◼ Still widespread poverty and hunger of 200 million

◼ Cast system still a problem - reduces mobility

◼ One-party domination by BJP – Hindu nationalism of Modi

◼ Weakened by corruption, poor infrastructure & 
suffocating bureaucracy

◼ Pakistan - power held by Army and intelligence services

◼ Bangladesh - densely populated, vulnerable to rising sea

12
India grows at night while the government sleeps

Ranks 139th in GDP per capita 

India has made progress but still has massive poverty
• Since 1947 independence, life expectancy doubled since and literacy 

quadrupled
• Yet today still widespread poverty and hunger of 200 million
• Cast system still a problem and has reduced social and economic 

mobility
• The BJP political party has a strong nationalist identity led by Marinda 

Modi
• Hopefully, as have Japan and Mexico, India will continue to develop a 

more pluralistic politics once the hold of the one party system breaks 
down

• Economy continues to be held back by corruption, poor infrastructure, 
and complex political and legal bureaucracies

• Pakistan has been and remains a democracy in name only as the real 
power is held by the Army and the intelligence services

• Bangladesh, once part of East Pakistan” has made improvements but it 
is still a very large densely populated country which is very vulnerable 
to rising sea levels of climate change

Richard Haass, The World – A Brief Introduction, Penguin Press, 2020
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Nevertheless, claims 
“Our time has come”

◼ Vaulted into ranks of world's emerging 
powers (BRICS) 

◼ Despite endemic poverty, has grown and now matters

◼ Will soon overtake China as world’s most populous 

◼ Rise over France and Britain to become 5th economy

◼ In 30 years “could be part of biggest story of our era” 

◼ Economy in 2nd behind China and ahead of U.S.

◼ 3rd largest military

◼ World’s largest middle class

◼ Be “the workforce of the world”

13

India’s time has come
• Over last 25 years, India's explosive economic growth has vaulted it into the ranks 

of the world's emerging major powers.
• Long plagued by poverty, but since 1990s, India has grown and due to its massive 

scale, now matters. 
• Will soon overtake China as the world’s most populous
• Has world’s third largest military and the world’s largest middle class. 
• When India won independence in 1947, there was every hope that it would soon 

become a power to be reckoned with, but it was a laggard for 45 years – until 1991 
when it took drastic steps of abolition of a suffocating licensing regime, dismantling 
of trade barriers. 

• Postcolonial India wanted to be in a third world, nonaligned and closed to alliances 
with the West but its socialist inclinations tilted toward Moscow during the Cold 
War.

• The bad taste of colonization made it suspicious foreign investors
• Today, unlike China, India is not seeking to overthrow the liberal world order
• If progress continues, India “could be part of the biggest story of our era, the 

coming of age of the developing world.” In the next 25 years, Ayres says India 
could have a $10 trillion economy, just behind China and the U.S., as well as the 
third largest military, the world’s largest middle class and be “the workforce of the 
world”

Alyssa Ayres, Our Time Has Come – How India Is Making Its Place In the World, Oxford, 
2018
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Understanding India: Are its 
days as a quiet giant over?

◼ Global center shifting from Middle East to Indo-Pacific

◼ Previously, conflicts with Pakistan and need to balance 
China have kept India focused on subcontinent

◼ Segmented by language, religion, caste system, weak 
central government limited its global clout

◼ But Modi’s reforms, Hindu nationalism, and navy have 
boosted India’s strategic value 

◼ U.S. sees India as means to contain China and as 
alternative for U.S. businesses relocating from China

◼ Since Cold War, India preferred nonalignment, but is 
reconsidering as it and Indo-Pacific rises

14

Understanding (the rising) India 
• India’s days as a quiet giant punching well below its weight are over
• Global center, both militarily and economically, is shifting from the 

Middle East to the Indo-Pacific, bringing India front and center
• Previously, conflicts with Pakistan and the need to balance China have 

kept India largely focused on subcontinent
• Segmented by language, religion, caste system, weak central 

government have limited its global clout.
• But Modi’s economic reforms, promotion of controversial Hindu 

nationalism, and expanding naval capabilities in the Indian Ocean have 
increased India’s strategic value. 

• U.S. sees India as means to contain China and alternative location for 
U.S. businesses seeking to relocate out of China

• Since the Cold War, India has preferred nonalignment, noninterference, 
nonaggression and economic cooperation but is increasingly rethinking 
its nonalignment due to its growth and proximity to the geopolitical 
center of gravity.

Source: India Rising, By Allison Fedirka -June 26, 2020 Geopolitical Futures
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Growing tensions in 
India’s neighborhood

◼ Increasingly important – especially in context of China

◼ China is growing closer to Pakistan and massive 
investments in Belt and Road Initiative

◼ Conflict of nuclear armed & powerful, Pakistan & India

◼ India’s increasingly Hindu nationalism riling large 
Muslim minority

◼ Pakistan has large (200 mil.) population but weak 
civilian leadership under the sway of military

◼ Neighbors – Afghanistan turmoil and Bangladesh 
struggles with climate change and refugees from 
Myanmar

15Richard Haass, The World – A Brief Introduction, Penguin Press, 2020

Growing tensions in India’s neighborhood
• Increasingly important – especially in context of China
• China is growing closer to Pakistan and massive investments in Belt 

and Road Initiative
• Conflict of two nuclear armed and most powerful, Pakistan & India
• India’s increasingly Hindu nationalism riling large Muslim minority
• Pakistan has large (200 mil.) population but weak civilian leadership 

under the sway of military
• Neighbors – Afghanistan turmoil and Bangladesh struggles with climate 

change and refugee from Myanmar
Richard Haass, The World – A Brief Introduction, Penguin Press, 2020
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21st century importance 
of Indian Ocean

◼ 50% of shipping 

◼ 70% of oil transport

◼ 40 nations border

◼ 1/3 world’s population

◼ Heart of Islamic world 

◼ Malacca Straits major choke point

◼ Rising importance both to China and India

◼ Freedom of seas big issue
16

21st century importance of Indian Ocean
• 50% of shipping and 70% of oil
• 40 nations border – 1/3 world’s population
• Heart of Islamic world - 90% of Islamists
• Malacca Straits major choke point
• Rising importance both to China and India
• Freedom of seas big issue
Source: Admiral James Stavridis, Sea Power - The History and 
Geopolitics of the World's Oceans, 2017, page 119-121
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Population 2100
1. Could shift 
balance of global 
power 
2. Asia & Africa
population grow
3. Europe and Latin 
America shrink 
4. U.S. grow by 
immigration

17

Source: Global Population 
Projections, by Geopolitical 
Futures, July 24, 2020

Expected demographic shifts could have major consequences for 

the global economy and balance of power.

• Population projections suggest the  possibly of a shift in the global balance of 

power. 

• Western Europe, China and Japan, already experiencing economic effects of 

aging and/or shrinking populations will see their demographic woes worsen. 

• On the other end of the spectrum are those places where populations are 

expected to boom – India and Africa,

• Higher populations mean more mouths to feed and heavier strains on 

resources, of course, and thus higher potential for instability.

• But larger labor forces generally mean larger capacity for a country to begin 

amassing wealth and influence – as well as larger capacity to field a robust 

military.

• U.S,  expected to increase by another 100 million people by 2100. U.S., but 

wit  birth rates declining, the bulk of its increase would have to come from 

immigration. 

17

Source: Global Population Projections, by Geopolitical Futures, July 24, 2020
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China’s “string of pearls” encircle India

Indian Ocean, long neglected now becoming 
more strategic

U.S. Military

India’s string 
of pearls

Indian Ocean, long neglected now becoming 

more strategic

• Indian Ocean getting more military attention 

• Maps show increased military locations in Indian Ocean 

of China, India and U.S.

• China has new military base in Djibouti, and building 

another in Pakistan

Source: Washington Times, By Michael Bender, 9/30/2018 
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Indo-Pacific becoming 
world's dominant region

◼ Geopolitical competition threatens global stability 

◼ China: Aggressive & uncooperative - expects world to bend to 
its wishes 

◼ Japan & China: Bitter rivalry over WW II and disputed islands 

◼ India: Global role hampered by missing out on energies and 
talents of its women

◼ North Korea: Frightening pursuit of nukes

◼ U.S. "Free and Open Indo-Pacific” Quadrilateral 
Security Dialogue with Australia, Japan, & India

◼ Has 3 billion people - over half of global total

◼ 2 most populous nations – India and China

19

Indo-Pacific becoming world's dominant region
• Geopolitical competition threatens global stability 

• China: Aggressive & uncooperative - expects world to bend to its wishes 
• Japan & China: Bitter rivalry over WW II and disputed islands 
• India: Global role hampered by missing out on energies and talents of its 

women
• North Korea: Frightening pursuit of nukes

• U.S. "Free and Open Indo-Pacific” Quadrilateral Security Dialogue with 
Australia, Japan, & India

• Has 3 billion people - over half of global total
• 2 most populous nations – India and China  

Source: Asia's New Geopolitics: Essays on Reshaping the Indo-Pacific, by Michael R. 
Auslin, 2020 
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India caught between 
U.S. & China

◼ U.S. & India relations tied to China 

◼ India bristles at China’s expanding in Indian Ocean, 
Pakistan, Nepal, Myanmar, and Sri Lanka

◼ U.S.-India relations cooled when Nixon normalized 
with China & India shifted closer to Soviet Union

◼ But in 2019, U.S. trade with India overtook China's

◼ Although China has been central issue, both have too 
much at stake to cut ties with China

◼ U.S.-India relations not as good as early 2000s, but in 
a pinch, India will likely choose U.S. over China

20

U.S.-India-China evolving diplomatic relations

• U.S. -India relations depend upon China.

• India is one of China’s targets and bristles at China's expanding military presence in 

Indian Ocean and commitment to India's antagonistic neighbor Pakistan, plus 

meddling in  Nepal, Myanmar, and Sri Lanka

• Relationship of U.S. and India began changing when Nixon normalized relations with 

China , while U.S. feared India was shifting to close to Soviets

• But in 2019 U.S. overtook China as India's largest trading partner and India is U.S. 

ninth largest trading partner

• Although China has brought India and U.S. closer, both have too much at stake to 

cut ties with China

• The pandemic will result in a slower, poorer world and likely future is to be one of 

greater protectionism and turbulence

• Because U.S. & India’s domestic politics have become so polarized, no matter who 

wins U.S. presidency it's unlikely that U.S. India relations will return to the glory days 

of early 2000s

• But if push comes to shove, self interest will likely compel India to choose the U.S.

20

League of Nationalists, by Shivshankar Menon (Distinguished Indian diplomat who was  
ambassador to China, foreign secretary, and national security advisor) Sep/Oct 2020, Foreign 
Affairs 



India-China’s relationship?
Complex!

◼ China disdained India for its past lack of progress

◼ As India grew, they became large trade partners

◼ Indian Ocean became vital pathway for both China’s 
and India’s security

◼ Have had border disputes in Himalayas 

◼ China has supporting Pakistan - India’s major foe

◼ India used to tilt toward Soviet Union once a friend 
and then a foe of China

◼ India warming to U.S. and has mounting concerns 
about China 21

India-China’s relationship? Complex!

◼ China disdained India for its lack of progress

◼ As India grew, they became large trade partners

◼ But Indian Ocean became vital pathway for China’s security

◼ As India grew needed energy imports and also security in Indian 
Ocean

◼ Have had border disputes in Himalayas-including this year

◼ China has important relationship with Pakistan-India’s major foe

◼ India used to tilt toward Soviet Union once a friend and then a foal of 
China

◼ India warming to U.S. a growing concern for China

21



Is this India’s Century? India SWOTS

Internal strengths

◼ Large size

◼ High tech, software

◼ Indian Ocean access

◼ Rapid growth

◼ Largest democracy

◼ Expanding workforce

◼ Diversity

◼ Rising self image

Internal weaknesses

◼ Inefficient gov’t

◼ Poverty & illiteracy 

◼ Domestic polarization

◼ Lack of cohesion & unity

◼ Corruption

◼ Poor infrastructure

◼ Multiple languages

◼ Low female employment 

22

India’s internal strengths and weaknesses

• India’s internal strengths are its large size, democracy and  

growing workforce 

• Has access to the Indian Ocean, which as we will discuss in 

the next lecture is becoming “the ocean of the future”

• India also has a growing high-tech sector – which has much 

better prospects than say a commodity sector

• India’s internal weaknesses are it’s inefficient and bureaucratic 

government, poverty, poor roads, airports and infrastructure, 

and lack of cohesion 

22



Is this India’s Century? India SWOTS

External opportunities

◼ English language

◼ Ties with U.S. and 
democracies

◼ The Quad, increased 
Indo-Pacific cooperation

◼ Nuclear weapons

◼ Modi’s engagement

◼ U.S. trade

External threats

◼ Pakistan rivalry

◼ Kashmir conflict

◼ Disrupted energy flows

◼ Muslim extremism

◼ China’s meddling in 
Myanmar, Nepal & 
Bangladesh

◼ China’s Belt and Road

23

India’s External Strengths and Weaknesses

• English-language provides a strong bridge to the West 

and has a strengthening defense capability.

• Modi’s leadership has strengthened India’s foreign profile 

and policy 

• But, bedeviled by unstable neighbors-especially Pakistan 

and Afghanistan and a potential conflict with China 

remains.

• The big question: Who will win: the messy democracy of 

India or the autocratic China? 

• If and when internal stability improves and violence 

moderates in Afghanistan and Pakistan, India’s 

geopolitical position could strengthen substantially 

• In future, India is  likely to punch more weight as the 

world’s most populous nation.

23



Understanding India 
Summary and Conclusions

Q 1. Why rising in global importance?

A. Reformed economy, growing, strategic location, balance 
to China

Q 2. Why languished for so long?

A. Suffered & stagnated under British colonization

fractured politically and socially, bureaucratic  

Q 3.What’s U.S.-India-China’s relationship?

A. Triangular & Complex: big stakes in Indo-Pacific, large 
trade partners, mutual dependence yet issues intensifying

Q 4. Is this the Indian Century?

A. Will be most populous, 3rd military and 2nd economy 

24Class #4. China

Understanding India 
Summary and Conclusions

Q 1. Why rising in global importance?

A. Reformed economy, growing, strategic location, balance to 
China

Q 2. Why languished for so long?

A. Suffered & stagnated under British colonization

fractured politically and socially, bureaucratic  

Q 3.What’s India-China’s relationship?

A. Complex: large trade partners, border conflicts, rivals over 
Pakistan, getting more tense

Q 4. Is this the Indian Century?

A. Soon to be most populous, fast growing 

24



Great Decisions 2021 ZOOM 
(Preliminary, Not Yet Listed)

◼ Wednesdays, Jan 20 - Mar 10, 2021, 10:30 AM-12:00 PM, 

◼ Great Decisions is a nonpartisan education program on the following 8  
major foreign policy challenges currently facing Americans: 

1. The Role of International Organizations in a Global Pandemic, 

2. Global Supply Chains and National Security 

3. China and Africa 

4. Korean Peninsula  

5. Persian Gulf Security 

6. Brexit and the European Union

7. The Fight Over the Melting Arctic 

8. The End of Globalization? 

◼ Each Zoom class will overview the topic and have class discussion. A ½ hour 
video on each topic can be viewed individually prior to class. Participants are 
encouraged to purchase the Great Decisions 2021 book (about $35) at the 
Foreign Policy Association (www.fpa.org) or Amazon.com. Lecture notes will 
be emailed in advance and posted on coffeynotes.com. 

25

Appendix: Supplementary information
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Greece & the Balkans – Birth of West and 

Battleground of East  
Senior Learners, Inc. (SLI) Zoom Class 

Wednesdays 11 am 12 noon, October 28, and November 4, 11, and 18, 2020 
 
 

By Dr. Joe Coffey* 
Background: Southeast Europe, the area mostly known 

as the Balkans, has been a battleground for empires of 

the Romans and Byzantines, followed by the Venetians, 

Habsburgs, and Ottomans for centuries, including 

pogroms, the Holocaust and the bloody dissolution of 

Yugoslavia, and a cauldron of  civilizational conflict up 

until the present. The much-suffering peoples of 

Southeast Europe have many shared experiences and 

their fates remain even today closely intertwined. Yet 

they have  very diverse religions, cultures, languages and 

geopolitics. Greece was the birthplace of democracy and 

progenitor of western culture while many of the other 

peoples have been a cauldron of conflict and conquest 

from both East and West and internally with the eventual 

creation of 8 separate states after the bloody breakup of Yugoslavia. Although only a fraction of Europe’s 

population, the Balkans have been a large part of Europe’s fractures.  

Purpose: These lectures provide an overview of  “The Southeastern Cauldron.” There will be 4 online 

presentations of one hour each about  this misunderstood corner of Europe and its centuries of clashes and 

contributions. Advance copies of lecture notes will be emailed in advance and posted on my website coffeynotes.com.  

Senior Learners, Inc. (SLI) is a non-profit organization dedicated to providing educational opportunities to seniors who 

are at least 50 years old by providing noncredit, college-level classes covering a broad range of academic interests. 

Information and registration on web https://seniorlearners.org/ or contact Senior Learners, Inc., 3001 SW College Rd, 

PMB No. 210, Ocala FL 34474-4415, Phone: (352) 239-8780 



India’s 2050 workforce to exceed China’s 
before 2050
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Total 20-64 Total 20-64 Total 20-64 Total 20-64

World 7,795   4,471  9,735      5,458    25% 22% 1,940   986   
Sub-Saharan Africa 1,094   484     2,118      1,106    94% 129% 1,023   622   

India 1,380   802     1,639      1,001    19% 25% 259      199   
China 1,439   930     1,402      770       -3% -17% (37)       (160) 
Latin America & Carib 654      386     762         441       17% 14% 108      56     
MENA 498      279     700         392       40% 40% 202      113   

W Europe 413      240     419         218       1% -9% 6           (22)    
US 331      194     379         210       15% 8% 48         16     
Russian Federation 146      89       136         74         -7% -17% (10)       (15)    
Source: UN, World Population Prospects 2019, Medium Variant, Download 7/9/2020
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Appendix: Supplementary information
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